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post truss, what will be the weight borne by each of the 
struts, and what strain is there in the rocl? Quarter 
pitch to truss. Work this out by reciprocal diagram. 

6. What do you understand by the following terms in 
shoring? and explain clearly by detail sketches: (a) 
Flying shore; (b) raking shore ; (c) needle; (d) dog· 
iron. 

7. There is a terrace house two stories high in all 
(no basement), with roof gabled to street and pitched 
at 45 degrees. There are on each floor two windows in 
the front, 4 feet wide each, separated by a pier 3 feet 
wide, and having a pier on each flank 3 feet wide. The 
windows are 6 feet and 5 feet high, respectively, and 
start 4 feet from ground, and have 4 feet between the 
heads of ground·floor windows and sills of first-floor 
windows. There is brickwork 2 feet high above the 
heads of upper windows, and then comes the gable. All 
floors rest on party walls. I want to remove the first· 
floor center pier and insert an oriel window 11 feet wide. 
How do I proceed? Give sketches of each step where 
practicable.-The Engineering Record. 

•. e·. 

Chinese Buildings and Chinese Workmen. 

LIKE all the rest of the world, America now has a 
deep i nterest in everything pertaining to China and the 
Chinese, says Stone. Although this country has never 
had any particular sphere of influence in China, it has 
nourished v!tst and growing trade relations. Last month 
there was printed in this magazine a brief account of the 
walls of Pekin. In the building of this wall the Chinese 
followed a peculiar custom, borrowed from their Tartar 
neighbors. Whenever a workman died his body was en· 
tombed within the wall. In this manner it is estimat.ed 
that 1,000,000 human beings found their last resting places 
in the walls surrounding Pekin. The capital of China 
differs from any other city in the world. It has no tow· 
ering spires or graceful minarets, no lofty chimneys or 
high monuments, no fine buildings or houses eight or ten 
stories high, to be seen in the distance and to notify the 
traveler that he is nearing the city; nothing to be seen 
from the outside but the walls, and these are hidden by 
the houses and trees in the suburbs. 

Pekin is in the form of a square, four miles on the side. 
There are nine gates in the outer walls; two on the east 
side , two on the north side, two on the west side, and 
three on the south wall. which divides the Tartar from 
the Chinese city. About a mile inside these walls, in the 
center of the city. is another walled city, called the 
Imperial City; again, inside this city is another walled 
city, called the Forbidden City; and inside these again 
are the palaces. Here the Emperor lives: "such divinity 
doth heclge a king." No foreigner is allowed inside 
the Forbidden City. The Chinese cit.y is tacked on, as 
it were, on the south, and extends for about half a mile 
east and west beyond the wall of the Tartar city. This 
is also inclosed by a wall about nine miles round, pierced 
for seven gates. It is smaller than the other, and built 
100 years later. The Chinese city is much inferior to the 
Tartar. There are no fine buildings, except a few temples; 
the streets are narrow and very dirty. Each city is sur· 
rounded by a moat crossed by bridges at the gates. 

Not only the history and customs of the people influ· 
ence the style of edifice commonly erected, but religion 
is also responsible for a style familiar all the world over, 
The pagoda is pecaliarly Chinese. The first thought of 
the Confucian after arising is to worship.' There is 
a shrine in every house, where a tablet with the 
names of ancestors is kept. There the household does 
reverence to the memory of those who have preceded 
him, and prays that he may live so that those who follow 
him may hold his name dear. A rich man may have a 
separate building for this purpose, which is his hall of 
ancestors; the less wealthy may have a room set aside 
for the purpose, aDd the poor usually have only a shelf; 
and the humble paper on the dirty shelf is as sacred to 
its owner as t he illumillated tablet in the gorgeous hall 
of a rich man's ancestors. The public temple is generally 
an imposing edifice, with figures of various gods, with 
appropriate symbols. The pagoda erected at the Paris 
Exposition as an exhibit of Cambodia is an exact facsimile 
of the hill of the Pnom-Penh, crowned by the King's pa· 
goda, a splendid building, all gold, bas-reliefs, and statues. 
A profusion of rich ornamentation and an inextricable 
medley of allegorical figures ancl lotus flowers. garlands, 
and fantastic animals-half monsters, half deities-give 
this pagoda a remarkable appearance. Rocks and groves 
proted the approach to the inaccessible deity, and even 
the Brahmas and true believers can only reaeh the 
summit by climbing a splendid staircase of over forty 
steps. At the threshold of the building, Buddha, in the 
beatific repose of Nirvana, seems to be awaiting offer
ings. The architect has triecl to give the general effect 
of that characteristic grandeur which is found in all of 
the famed pagodas. Rows of wonderful decorations, in 
which figure the flora and fauna of the forests, mythical 
creatures of the Buddhistic Pantheon, cover the friezes 
ancl the bas·reliefs, invest the frontage and its accessories 
with that kind of extravagant and bold beauty which 
appears to be the result of combining the arts of India 
and Laos. In onler to impart the appearance of isolation 
and mystery suitable to a temple, a garden filled with 

lovely flowers frollJ the Far East winds around the base 
of the hill of Pnom·Penh, surrounding the house of the 
god with a fence of exotic foliage. 

Of the crafts strangely followed by this wonderful 
nation there is much to be said. The carpenter at work 
and the primitive sawmill are both typical examples. 
The skill of their mechanics is marvelous. Foreigners 
are occasionally surprised in China to note the skill of 
the people in many lines of handicraft, and the results 
accomplished in the use of cheap and crude tools and 
appliances. Delicate and wonderful patterns are woven 
in the clumsiest of looms. A beautiful book is produced 
in a shop perhaps ten feet square, with a pile of blank 
paper for material, with blocks for cutting the charac· 
ters, a few steel rods terminating in knife-points, needles 
and thread. two brushes, and a puddle of ink. Broken 
glass and crockery are mended with small brass clamps 
set in holes made with a minute diamond drill, the dia
mond squeezed into the end of a coarse iron drill-holder. 
I once saw (writes Mr. Sheffield) a workman mending a 
huge hole in the bottom of a cast· iron kettle by melting 
iron in a porcelain crucible, ladling it in small quantities 
upon an asbestos pad, placing it in position, and squeez
ing it into shape with another pad, and thus building in 
the hole. The Chinaman, after proper training, will use 
Western tools, manipulate machinery, and reach results 
that will win him recognition for his skill and bring his 
services into requisition; and his faithfulness in work, 
his keenness of observation, his power of imitation, will 
make these services more and more valuable. The 
Chinese are born traders. No line of activity by which 
a livelihood can be obtained is more overcrowded than 
that of the trafficker; and while many fail, it is surpris· 
ing how many succeed under the most adverse condi
tions. No Jew can smell out with keener instinct au 
opportunity where money may be made to grow than can 
a Chinaman. There is no chance so insignificant to 
plant a cash and make it bear fruit that it will not be 
improved. There is almost nothing that does not have 
a value in trade, even to crooked nails, scraps of iron, 
cast-off shoes, and decayed vegetables. The rejected 
contents of an American garret, if placed in the hands 
of a Chinaman, would set him up in a business that 
would give him an advantage over his less wealthy 
competitors. 

The open ports of China are already full of Chinese 
traders in foreign commodities, who have been in the 
employ of foreign merchants, but. after mastering the 
business, have set up in trade in their own names : and 
in many lines of trade they have already driven out the 
foreigner, since they have lighter expenses and are satis· 
fied with smaller returns. At the present time China is 
filled with discussions as to the methods of developing 
the vast agricultural and mineral resources of the coun' 
try. There is manifest- need of foreign capital and 
knowledge and skill to accomplish this object with mod· 
erate rapidity and success; but the chief reason that 
such capital and knowledge and skill are so tardily em
ployed is jealousy lest the larger number of dollars should 
find their way into foreign pockets. Those who know 
the Chinese best have little doubt that, in all enterprises 
in their country where gain is to be realized, the China· 
man will have his bag under the opening where the 
dollars are running. 

Take it all in all, China and the Chinese make an in
teresting study from any standpoint. It is entirely 
wrong to underestimate their brain power; art, imagina· 
tion, and talent are theirs, and they are more advanced 
than is generally conceded. Let China be civilized, and 
the world will witness as great a metamorphosis as that 
which so astonished the world when Japan emerged 
from her chrysalis of Middle Age conservatism and 
provincialism. 

. '.' . 

Greek Marble. 

THE architectural glories of classic antiquity depended 
upon two special advantages that came to the aid of the 
artist's genius and the skill of the constructor. These 
were superior climate and superexcellent material. 
Were it not for the perfection of their marbles, it is ques
tionable if even the fine climate of the Mediterranean 
would have stimulated the architects of Greece and 
Rome to create almost imperishable constructions, to be 
objects of admiration and attempted imitation in our 
own day; and it remains a curious fact that we have 
still to turn to the quarries of classic times for our statu
ary marble, while only Greece can yet supply the finest 
marbles for constructive purposes, says a writer in 
Chambers' Jou}"nal. These various marbles have recently 
taken a new lease of life as objects of public favor; and 
a short notice of their character and the manner of their 
resuscitation may interest the general reader, seeing 
they are now being developed on a modern scale by an 
English company. 

During the fifteen hundred years that followed the 
destruction of Greek independence art·culture virtually 
disappeared from the land. It requires security as well 
as leisure to permit the vigorous growth of any art ex· 
cept that of war; and strange to say that while Los 
Arabes of Spain were patrons alike of art and learning, 
and saved much of the science and many of the literary 
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masterpieces of classic times from destruction, the 
" unspeakable Turk" seems to have had too much of the 
Tart,lr in his composition, or been too busy with the 
scimitar, to have encouraged any arts but those that 
pandered to gradually increasing luxury and self-indul
gence among the governing class. In any ease we have 
not in Turkey from ancient days such masterpieces of 
architectural work of its class as the Alhambra, nor can 
we find there the delicRte marble traceries that abound 
amongst the Moorish houses of Northern Africa. 

The famous marble quarries of the Pentelikon, near 
Athens, remained consequently undisturbed and silent 
until this century, when, after the crowning of the first 
King of Greece, the erection of a royal palace again 
called attention to the national wealth in the finest of 
stone. The road to the foot of the Penteli hills was re
opened, the bridges repaired, and a large quantity of the 
famous old marble employed in the construction of a 
new Athens. 

It was wisely decided that the old Greek quarries 
should remain untouched, so that we have clear evidence 
of the mode of working these in classic times. Accord· 
ing to a recent German authority : "Although the layers 
are not horizontal, but are dipping inwards, the blocks 
have all been cut and removed by wedges horizontally 
to the vertical smoothly chiseled walls. The quarries 
form, therefore. a series of gallery-like right-angle stone 
chambers, from which perfectly regular parallelepipedic 
stone blocks of every size, even to the largest, were 
taken, as the thickness of the layers had not to be con· 
sidered in this manner of extraction." As the modern 
system is, however, to prevent diagonal stratification, 
and also to avoid the more readily weathered seams of 
mica shale, the marble is preferably quarried from its 
natural layer. This Pentelikon marble forms a great 
part of the ranges, and, fortunately, the upper portion. 
The lower part, up to 550 feet, is limestone in transition; 
but thence up to 1,100 feet it is pure marble, the estimate 
being that there still remain 2,000 million tons of pure 
white marble and 600 million tons of white marble with 
blue veins. A railway has now been constructed to the 
foot of the range, to meet the inclined plane that carries 
the blocks down from the quarries; so this fine stone, 
from which the Parthenon at Athem; was built 2.400 
years ago, can be delivered at a cheap rate throughout 
Europe. Seeing that the so-called Elgin marbles, 
obtained by Lord Elgin from the Parthenon, were macle 
from this marble, it may readily be credited, when 
asserted by an authority, that the Pentelikon marble is 
harder, has a finer grain, and is in every respect superior 
to the Carrara marble. Its purity and beauty must be 
seen to be appreciatecl. 

But whilst this pure white marble Illay be accepted as 
the king of building stones, as well as the most perfect 
for statuary, there are many other marbles much better 
suited for use in this country, where the main employ· 
ment must continue to be in ornamental work illsicle. 
There alone such a valuable and beautiful stone can be 
usefully employed in our treacherous climate, ancl 
within range of our reckless consumption of coal. The 
more or less characterless marbles that have been intro· 
duced from the Peninsula ancl elsewhere have not proved 
generally attractive. and for black marble only a limited 
outlet can be found. Even that has become still more 
limited under the recent wise impetus for brighter and 
gayer interiors in our sufficiently dull land. So that 
although Greece also supplies a fine black stone, she is 
more likely to be noted among us for the richer· toned 
stones that were also famous of old. The Peloponnesus 
not only supplies white, black, and yellow marbles, but 
the beautiful Rosso·Antico, as if streal:ed with blood and 
fire in a broad belt. The Verdi-Antico comes from one 
of the islands, with other beautiful mottled varieties, 
each with its own admirers ancl its own special 
suitability. 

By·and·by our architects will no doubt acquire more 
skill in the handling of these fine stones, and learn to 
design our public halls where it will be unnecessary to 
have the electric light at mid-day ill order to see the 
costly decorations! The " dim religious light" on the 
marble floors of the East is only suitable for the land of 
the sun, not for the kaleidoscopic doud·land under which 
we dwell, and where every ray of natural light should 
usually be encouraged to the utmost. Now that marble 
'.)an be and is cut into veneers ";ith almost the ease of 
hardwood, we should see this most perfect of stones in 
fine sheets taking the place of tile-work, and reflecting 
the light from many a now dingy lobby or more preten' 
tious entrance-way. In place of carrying off the treas
ures of classic Greece in marble, let us carry off the crude 
material, and learn to handle it artistically to suit our 
own special northern and modern conclitions. We see it 
mainly now where it is wholly out of place, reflecting 
the heat and light amongst evil·smelling fish. where a 

slate slab is every way superior. 
Perfect architecture requires perfect materials, and 

these are both found in Greece. The importation of the 
materials, and a more scientific sttHly of their application, 
will do much to raise the style of our own mongrel 
productions. Replicas uf the Parthenon, simple as it 
seems, have been a failure, owing to ignorance of the 
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